X12 Version 5010 HIPAA Transaction Standards

What’s Changing for Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield (Anthem) 837 EDI Trading Partners

Anthem appreciates your collaboration as we migrate to the X12 Version 5010 HIPAA Transaction Standards. The following overview was created to highlight changes for the 837 transactions associated with our 5010 implementation. Carefully review this information (in conjunction with the User Guide and Companion Documents) for any needed software revisions and share as appropriate.

To ensure that you receive all the necessary 5010 communications, please join our 5010 distribution list.

TELECOM SETUPs

The following connectivity options support upload/download of transactions, acknowledgements and reports. Note – dial-up methods will not be available for 5010.

- Secure FTP
- Secure FTP w/PGP authentication
- FTP w/PGP encryption

Internet options include:

- HTTPS GUI Web access
- HTTPS Post (real-time only)

The following compressions are supported:

- PKZIP/GZIP – DOS, Windows and UNIX based platforms
- UNIX Compress – UNIX based platforms
- UNIX Pack – UNIX based platforms

ENTERPRISE EDI GATEWAY (EEG) ALERT MESSAGES

EDI broadcast messages are delivered to the EEG. Gateway messages recognized with an ‘RP’ prefix.

Format: RP{RunID}.

- system modifications with effective dates
- important electronic issues and helpful EDI hints
- holiday processing and seminar schedules
- general information – transactions and reports

It is imperative that you review Alert Messages. These messages may contain information that requires action on your part, such as changes in programming or billing practices.

We strongly recommend that clearinghouses evaluate each Alert Message, then forward it to the provider as appropriate.

TRADING PARTNER RESPONSE REPORTS

Upon migration, acknowledgments will be delivered to trading partners based on acceptance/rejection of an inbound 837. Format: Note changes for 864.

- 5010 X12 TA1 – for ISA and/or IEA errors.
  IA{HC}(Gateway filename){3 digit seq}.837
- 5010 864 (TA1) – for duplicate GS Control # (GS06), invalid version, and envelope control segment errors.
  TA1{MMDDhhmmssnn}.837.zip
- 5010 999 replaces the 4010 997.
  FA{10 byte HC filename}{3 byte # of GS}{6 byte seq #}.837
- 5010 277CA Acknowledgment (for claims only)
  277CA{10 byte HC filename}{9 digit unique number}.837
- 5010 864 (Level 2 Status Report)
  TX{10 byte HC filename}{3 byte # of GS}{6 byte seq #}.837

EDI SOLUTIONS DESK CONTACT INFORMATION

Phone – (800) 334-8262
Email related 5010 questions – 5010EHTS@anthem.com
Email general questions – EDI.ENT.Support@anthem.com
Website – www.anthem.com/edi
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